
PLAYER  1 dog，people，flower，shops，road map

LOST MAP

Mum and son walking down the street on 
Christmas Eve but wearing masks because 
of covid 2019

PLAYER  2
LOST MAP

PLAYER  3

There are a lot of leaves, cafe, some worker,dogs.

LOST MAP

PLAYER  4
LOST MAP

A small town on a peaceful night. People in the 
town are friendly and know each other, everyone 
likes planting flowers, and there are travelers 
playing saxophone in the streets at night. Young 
people like to run along the town's alleys, old 
people like to sunbathe on the balcony, and 
couples like to date on the alleys. Birds and moons 
and brick walls and churches and jellyfish.

PLAYER  5
LOST MAP

Couple holding hands-The workers in the 
construction-cafe shop-flow in the door-
woman with dog-park-graffiti-trees-old 
woman-church-house



PLAYER  8
LOST MAP

PLAYER  6
LOST MAP

A broken street lamp- Pigeons-woman and 
dog - thinking man - big graffiti-mom and 
son-homeless - a man in the chair - balcony 
- The man with the Saxophone

PLAYER  7
LOST MAP

A couple of old people/ Santa/Flower 
Terrace/A bird standing on a rail/Two people 
in a cafe

384-386 covid 1984 a cat

PLAYER  9
LOST MAP

PLAYER  10
LOST MAP

An old man and an old lady were walking 
together, and the two were sitting together 
drinking tea. A bunch of flowers fell at the 
door. A man in firefighter clothes was cleaning 
the flowers at the door. A man climbed up 
the ladder to the second floor. A Santa Claus 
suddenly appeared in front of the house. The 
house number is 384-386. There was an adult 
holding a child. The adult watched the child 
play in front of the fountain, chairs, rubber-
shaped stools, the moon, and a wall covered 
with flowers.

people and people, people and moon, people 
and building. So far, so mysterious, so cold.



PLAYER  11
LOST MAP

Two people cross the road together， a 
snowman, Santa Claus, A potted flower in 
front of the window, a cat (Garfield?), there 
was a smiley face on the back of a board, A 
woman with a dog, a church.

PLAYER  12
LOST MAP

I feel that I am on a journey by myself. 
A flexible journey without any limitations, 
where I can spend time and dates based on 
illustrations and imaginations. This journey 
is like a meditation for me, which is nomadic 
and inspiring at the same time.

PLAYER  12
LOST MAP

two people is chatting ,flower in the door, A 
young man was supporting an old man，
barrier，The pigeon is on the railing，The 
workers are sweeping the leaves，fruit 
store，big chair，house and tree，A broken 
chair，a cute Bakery billboard，It looks 
like the roof of a boat，cups in the wall，
snowman doll，little chicken，384-386，
covid 1984，park


